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Chapter 992 

Looking at the stubborn and innocent girl in front of her, Selena didn’t want to 

say more, thinking that she was Daniel’s cousin anyway, so she finally said, 

“Young girl, you claim to be a messenger of justice to fight against injustice, 

have you ever thought about it?” , Daniel is your real relative. Have you ever 

asked your brother what he really thinks? 

Does he really like Guan Ziyao? Are there really those childhood sweetheart 

and childhood sweetheart vows with Guan Ziyao that you imagined? 

Just relying on an outsider’s words and hearsay, you question your brother’s 

choice again and again, destroying his relationship with his girlfriend, do you 

think you really have nothing wrong with you? “ 

“me…” 

After Selena said so much, Lu Xinyan found that she couldn’t utter a single 

rebuttal. 

Yes, because she adores Guan Ziyao’s ability, excellence and intelligence, she 

has always regarded her as an idol and stood by her in everything. As for her 

cousin, she has never tried to understand him, and only blindly cares about 

him. Became a heartbreaker… 

Thinking about it carefully, when she usually chats with Guan Ziyao, because 

she often hears interesting stories about her and her cousin when they were 

young from Guan Ziyao, she subconsciously thinks that they should be a 

couple, that they like each other, but the truth is What, Guan Ziyao never gave 

her a definite answer. 



Moreover, one thing Selena said was right. When Selena dated her cousin, 

they were all single, so who was the third party? 

For a moment, Lu Xinyan was at a loss. 

However, despite this, she still hates the woman in front of her just the same, 

“Just… Even if you are not a third party, can you take advantage of my 

brother’s sincerity to flaunt his might? Do you know how sad sister Ziyao is? 

You did something that hurt others, and sister Ziyao’s whereabouts are still 

unknown, yet you don’t feel any guilt at all! How can you be so evil…” 

While Lu Xinyan was angrily accusing her, Selena, who was opposite her, 

suddenly changed her face for some reason, and flew towards her like 

lightning. 

However, Lu Xinyan who was touched by Selena felt as if she had been 

touched by something disgusting, and immediately pushed her away, “What 

are you doing! Don’t touch me!” 

Selena didn’t expect that Lu Xinyan would push her suddenly. Although she 

pulled Lu Xinyan to a safe place behind her, she was pushed to the landslide. 

Before she could react at all, her body tilted and she fell straight towards the 

cliff … 

Lu Xinyan stared blankly at the cliff that could not be seen to the bottom, and 

watched Selena’s figure getting smaller and smaller and quickly disappeared. 

After a few seconds, she let out a terrified scream: “Ah…” 

“Xinyan! What’s the matter?” 

“What happened?” 

Several people nearby were attracted by Lu Xinyan’s screams. 

“Selena! Selena fell!!! Save her! Save her!” Lu Xinyan cried. 



As soon as the words fell, everyone’s expressions changed. 

“What did you say?” 

“How could Selena fall down so well?” 

“What’s going on, Xin Yan, tell me clearly!” Mo Lingtian asked seriously. 

“Brother Tian! What to do, what to do! Selena fell! I saw her fall with my own 

eyes! The place where I was standing just now collapsed, and she fell in to 

save me! Save her! Hurry up and save her!” She’s coming up! Brother Tian! 

Find someone to save her!” 

… 

Chapter 993 

Having said that, Lu Xinyan couldn’t bear it any longer, and sat on the ground 

and burst into tears. 

At this moment, no one was thinking about Guan Ziyao anymore, and 

everyone was immersed in the panic of Selena falling off the cliff. 

On the edge of the cliff where Lu Xinyan was just now, there were still traces of 

a landslide clearly visible, and it was obvious that Selena fell from there just 

now. 

Save…how? 

Below is the abyss! 

Everyone knows that this is not the first time something like this has happened 

in Yuming Mountain. Every year, there are many people who stumble and fall, 

and every one of them has no bones left. … 



Mo Lingtian said with a trembling voice, “The source of a waterfall is under the 

cliff here. There are rocks growing in the river, and the water flow is fast. If you 

fall, if you are lucky, even if you don’t hit the rocks, you will not be able to 

stand the huge flow of water when you fall. If you wait for someone to rush 

ashore, it may be more dangerous than good, but if you go directly into the 

water to rescue, it is too dangerous. There have been a few similar cases 

before, and none of them have been successfully rescued…” 

Accompanied by Mo Lingtian’s words, a frightening depression spread in the 

air… 

“What to do, what to do! Why did you come out and climb a mountain?” 

Ling Fei, who had endured it for a long time just now, couldn’t hold it anymore 

at this moment, and vomited, “Isn’t it because someone willfully disappeared! 

Everyone said that Guan Ziyao is so talented and kind, anyway. I didn’t see it at 

all! What if he was a good boyfriend who could always think about other 

people? Even if he likes him, he can’t do such a wicked thing, right? Who will 

show him the attitude of being abandoned and betrayed! Daniel and She has 

nothing to do with wool, okay?” 

Ling Fei’s words immediately attracted a lot of echoes, “The sh1t-stirring Lu 

Xinyan always said who bullied her and got mad at her. I don’t understand. 

Who bullied her! Who got mad at her? Wishful thinking Someone else’s 

boyfriend, and portraying herself as a victim, how can she be pitiful? I think 

she deserves it if she is mad!” 

“Also, that Lu Xinyan is also an idiot, and now they’ve teamed up to kill a well-

behaved girl, shouldn’t they be satisfied now?” 

… 

Listening to those ugly words in her ears, Lu Xinyan fell to the ground in a 

daze, as if she had lost her soul. 



She knew… she was dead… she was absolutely dead this time… 

If anything happened to Selena, she was sure that her cousin would never let 

her go! 

However, what made her even more frightened and panicked was seeing a 

living person die in front of her, and she accidentally pushed this person 

down! 

“Stop talking nonsense, even if you can’t help it, you have to find a way! If 

Daniel finds out, it might be bad luck for all of us…” Someone urged. 

“We need to notify Daniel of this matter immediately!” 

“Notify… who will notify you?” 

… 

There was another dead silence in the air. 

Who dares to tell Daniel! Have you lived enough? 

“Let me tell!” Mo Lingtian gritted his teeth, and took out his phone with 

shaking hands. 

If he hadn’t forced Daniel to come over last night, nothing would have 

happened to Selena… 

Mo Lingtian was about to make a phone call, when a girl’s scream suddenly 

sounded in the crowd: “Ah…” 

“My wife! What’s the matter?” Zhao Haisheng hurriedly looked at Ling Fei. 

Ling Fei tremblingly looked at the edge of the cliff two or three meters away 

from her, “Hand! Hand in hand! There is a human hand!!!” 



“Hands? Where are the hands?” 

Just when everyone looked in the direction of Ling Fei’s finger, sure enough, 

they saw a hand, a white hand that belonged to a woman. 

“Then… what is that…” 

“What the hell!!!!” 

“My god! Could it be that Selena turned into a ghost and came to claim her 

life?” 

… 
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“Aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa!!!” 

All of a sudden, the girls screamed one after another, and Lu Xinyan turned 

pale and almost fainted from fright, the scene was in chaos. 

“What the hell…you guys…” At this moment, there was another hand on the 

rock on the edge of the cliff, and immediately after, with a swipe, a black 

shadow rolled up from below and landed on them. On the flat ground in front 

of you… 

“This… what is this thing?!” 

“What is it that climbed up!” 

“Mom!” 

“It’s… Selena! It seems to be Selena! Dmn it!!!!” 

… 



Say hello to the dog! What did they see ah ah ah ah ah ah! 

Selena! 

It’s really Selena! 

What exactly is going on? 

Don’t tell them she climbed up by herself? ? ? 

At this moment, Selena’s hair was messed up, her white sportswear was so 

dirty that she couldn’t see its original color, and there were mud and moss 

between her fingers. She was standing there bent over and panting heavily. 

One sentence was to ask them nervously, “Hey…you didn’t tell Daniel, did 

you?” 

Looking at the scene in front of them, everyone had a look on their faces. 

Lu Xinyan forgot to cry, and just stayed there, while Mo Lingtian sat on the 

ground, with an expression of being blown to pieces… 

“Hey, I’m asking you guys something! Why are you all in a daze!” Selena 

urged. 

“No! I haven’t had time to tell him yet!” Mo Lingtian replied blankly. 

“Just don’t let him know…” Selena heaved a sigh of relief and sat down on the 

ground. 

Nima! It’s crazy! 

The first sentence after coming up was not “fortunately not dead”, not crying 

bitterly, but telling them not to tell Daniel! Is there a mistake? 

Is Daniel more terrifying than falling off a cliff? 



Mo Lingtian’s expression almost collapsed, “How did you get here?” 

Selena: “Nonsense, you climbed up!” 

Mo Lingtian: “Climb…how did you climb?” 

Selena: “Use your hands.” 

Mo Lingtian swallowed hard, “Little… little rabbit… no… woman hero! What is 

the structure of your body? Are you even dead?” 

Selena wiped the sweat off her forehead, rolled her eyes at Mo Lingtian and 

said, “Haven’t you heard of the law of jumping off a cliff without dying?” 

The corner of Mo Lingtian’s mouth twitched, “I’ve heard it before, but it’s the 

first time I’ve heard that I can climb up with bare hands, okay? You beast!” 

After the other people on the side recovered from the nervousness, fear and 

various shocks, they began to question Selena one after another. 

“What’s going on? Selena, did you really climb up by yourself? It’s amazing!” 

“It’s unscientific! Could it be that you know how to do light work?” 

“The last time you were at the shooting range, I thought you were not a 

mortal! You don’t have special abilities, do you?” 

“Let me just say that Master Xiao has a peculiar aesthetic! Miss Ning must be a 

normal person!” 

… 

Depend on! You are not normal people! 



Hearing what they were talking about was getting worse and worse, Selena 

had black lines all over her head, “You guys think too much, I’m just a mortal, I 

can’t do light work, and I didn’t fall, how could I climb if I did fall? Come up, 

unless I grow wings!” 

“What’s going on? Don’t be a hypocrite, female hero! Tell me quickly!” Zhao 

Haisheng pressed, and the others nodded, staring at Selena as if she was the 

hottest storyteller in an ancient teahouse. 

… 
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Selena breathed a sigh of relief and explained briefly, “When I couldn’t control 

my body, I tried my best to roll myself off. The bushes cushioned me and the 

cut surface of the cliff was not completely vertical, but had an angle of about 

70 degrees. The arc of the cliff, so I tried to slide down the cliff as much as 

possible, but fortunately, after sliding for a while, I finally stepped on a 

protruding stone. 

It’s a pity that the store is stuck in the cracks, and you can’t hear the call, and 

the phone fell again, so I had to climb up by myself! I’m so exhausted, I really 

shouldn’t be lazy and let Daniel carry me on my back yesterday, the retribution 

came too fast…” 

After hearing Selena’s words, everyone was even more speechless. 

What the hell, when she fell off the cliff, she still managed to adjust the angle 

and posture of falling off the cliff? 

It’s even more perverted, okay? 

Sure enough, he is not a normal person! 



“Can’t you just wait for us to rescue you? What if you fail to climb well and 

really fall?” Mo Lingtian asked urgently. 

Hearing this, Selena didn’t speak, but just glanced in Lu Xinyan’s direction 

vaguely. 

What if Lu Xinyan chose to hide from everyone after she fell? 

It’s not that she has a dark mind, but she has to consider such a possibility. 

After all, Lu Xinyan and her have always been at odds. At that time, if Lu 

Xinyan didn’t tell, she didn’t even know how she died. 

In addition, she didn’t know when the rock under her feet would fail, so she 

took the time to climb up by herself. 

She would not put her life in other people’s hands. 

Lu Xinyan was so embarrassed by Selena’s eyes, her lips trembled, she couldn’t 

say a word. 

At that moment, because of panic and fear of the consequences, she really 

thought about not telling anyone, or saying that Selena fell by herself… 

“Okay, okay! I’ve asked all the questions I wanted to ask, and you all know 

what you need to know. Don’t surround yourself here anymore. If Daniel finds 

out, I’m dead! I have to go back and change my clothes quickly. Destroy the 

corpse, bye. Everyone…” Selena scrambled to her feet. 

Seeing that she didn’t say a word about saving Lu Xinyan, and even tried to 

hide it from Daniel, everyone looked at each other in amazement… 

“Hey, wait, Miss Ning, don’t move around! I don’t know if you are injured, you 

should go to the hospital for an examination!” 

“That’s it! Just in case, definitely check!” 



“Besides, it’s not good to hide such a big matter from Karenao, right?” 

… 

Just when everyone stopped Selena and you tried to persuade her, a man’s 

cold voice came from behind, “What are you doing?” 

Hearing this sound, Selena’s whole body trembled, and she was so anxious 

that she almost took off a piece of clothing from someone and put it on. 

Reluctantly, Daniel’s eyes were like hawks, he had accurately spotted Selena 

who was hiding from the crowd, and walked straight towards her, “What’s 

going on?” 

Selena scratched her head, trying to stay calm, “I… fell…” 

“You can fall like this after a fall? Show me another fall!” Daniel’s gaze swept 

over Selena’s dirty body like an X-ray, as well as the collapsed cliff not far 

behind her, including Lu Xinyan’s guilty expression, became more and more 

ugly. 

Fall again? 

“This… this is not very good…” 

The Great Demon King is so cruel! 

… 

 


